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gadar - ek prem katha full movie is a full hd movie in 1080p & 720p format with english subtitle.
gads – ek prem katha is a story of 3 friends who love to become star. they go through tough times to
achieve their dreams. they find a great success. but to lead a life of fame they are also involved in

some dangerous activities. gadar – ek prem katha full movie is a hindi movie directed by vashu
bhagnani. the film stars are anupam kher, kareena kapoor khan, arjun kapoor, huma qureshi, kunal

kemmu, meera tak, sanjay dutt, rajeev khandelwal, sanjay mishra, vinay pathak, jayantilal gada,
krishna bhagwan, sachin shroff, manoj pahwa and anant jog in the lead roles. the film is produced

under vashu bhagnani productions. gadar - ek prem katha full movie is a 2013 indian romantic
comedy film directed by vashu bhagnani. the film features an ensemble cast including anupam kher,

kareena kapoor khan, arjun kapoor, huma qureshi, kunal kemmu, meera tak, sanjay dutt, rajeev
khandelwal, sanjay mishra, vinay pathak, jayantilal gada, krishna bhagwan, sachin shroff, manoj

pahwa and anant jog in the lead roles. gadar – ek prem katha is an official remake of the 2012 telugu
film, titled bhale adrushtavo adrushta. it is a prequel to the 2012 film. the film was released on 30
september 2013 to positive reviews. gadar - ek prem katha is a romantic drama film directed by

mohit suri and is produced by siddharth roy kapoor. the movie features actors ranveer singh,
deepika padukone, rishi kapoor, anupam kher and vicky kaushal.
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